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Freelance — Full-Stack Design
2018 - present, Remote

Freelance Full-Stack Designer covering the entire design process of 

SaaS products from first concept to final release.


Recent clients & brands I worked for include:

Previously

Jimdo — Full-Stack Designer

2014 - 2018, Hamburg

Iterative data informed development of www.jimdo.com. Creation 

and maintenance of a UI Library. Creation of responsive templates 

for the website builder. Test-driven conversion optimization.

Freelance —  Web Designer (Part-Time)

2007 - 2014, Hanover/Bremen/Remote

Education

University of the Arts — Digital Media

2009- 2014, Bremen

In addition to my studies, I helped to organize workshops and 

symposia for the University of the Arts and was a TA for design 

principles and web design (HTML & CSS).

Projects

Cssclasses Hamburg — Volunteer Coach

2016 - 2020, Hamburg

Community organized CSS workshops from the people behind 

CSSconf EU and Open Tech School. www.cssclass.es 
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Skills

Product Design


UX / UI Design


Design Systems


Accessibility (a11y)


Agile Development

Interaction Design


User Flows / Journey Mapping


Wireframing


Prototyping


High Fidelity Design


Responsive Design

Usability Testing


Page Performance


A/B Testing


Documentation

Creative Direction


Cross-Functional Collaboration


Roadmapping


Mentoring

Languages

German —  native


English — fluent

Software

Figma, Sketch, Adobe XD


Jira, Wrike, Trello


Notion, Confluence


Miro, Figjam


GitHub, GitLab, Bitbucket


Browserstack


VS Code


iTerm


Google Analytics


Chrome DevTools / axe DevTools 


Lighthouse

Code

HTML & CSS


SASS / SCSS


JSON / YAML
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I thoroughly enjoy building great digital products, but I also need a (literal) breath of fresh air once in a 

while. Traveling, hiking, and photography are some of the things I enjoy doing to keep a balance.
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Biogen
Pharma, Education

BiogenLinc is Biogen's online platform for healthcare professionals, 

offering product information, medical education material and 

events.



I joined BiogenLinc just after its initial launch and worked on the 

project for almost 1.5 years, covering the whole product design 

spectrum. I helped to define and align the platform design, build 

and maintain a design system, and worked on new features across 

all areas of the product. Later in the project, I also helped to hire 

and mentor new team members, as well as take over planning and 

cross-team communication responsibilities.

www.biogenlinc.com
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Jimdo
Website Builder

Jimdo is a SaaS website builder with heavy focus on ease-of-use.



I supported various teams within Jimdo on a multitude of projects 

over the past 9 years, covering product features, design templates, 

growth hacking and marketing. In the latest project I helped  

bringing the new brand from design concept into the actual 

product and iterating on it, based on user tests and performance 

data. I also created a new Component Library and helped adjusting 

the design workflow to ensure components are always aligned 

between design and development teams.

www.jimdo.com
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Xing
Professional Network, Social Media

XING is a social network for business professionals with more than 

20 million registered members.



I supported multiple teams within XING during a major rebranding 

and reorientation phase for the company, with my main focus 

being the user interface of their web app - one of the most crucial 

parts of their platform. I also assisted the teams working on the 

native mobile apps and created the first version of a new 

notification center.

www.xing.com
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Porsche
Automobile

Porsche is a German automobile manufacturer specializing in high-

performance sports cars.



I supported Porsche during multiple projects of an explorative 

greenfield phase with the target to create an improved global user 

guidance, as well as building the basis for a unified design system 

with a focus on accessibility, based on the WCAG 2.0 AA standard.

www.porsche.com
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E-mail: contact@benpauer.com

Website: www.benpauer.com

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/ben-pauer/

XING: www.xing.com/profile/Benjamin_Pauer/
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